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	Practical JBoss® Seam Projects, written by renowned author and enterprise Java practitioner Jim Farley, is expected to be the first practical projects book of its kind on this groundbreaking open source lightweight JSF-EJB3 framework.

	
		Practical application scenarios are used to demonstrate the nature of the JBoss Seam framework, its efficacy, and its limitations.
	
		The series of scenarios and cases demonstrate key elements of the framework (e.g., basic web application development, rich web clients with Ajax, and so forth).
	
		Real-world case studies offer valuable insight into the new practices of JBoss Seam Web 2.0 development



	 What you'll learn


		
			See how to use the open source lightweight standards-based Seam framework in the context of the Java EE 5 environment.
	
			Get a quick, broad primer on Seam by examining a "canonical" web application.
	
			Appreciate the JSF extension capabilities offered by Seam (including conversations and breadcrumbs), the use of EJB3 session backing beans, and general persistence management.
	
			Get practical help from case studies, such as a PayPal-like web application project.
	
			Understand page-flow management provided by Seam's jPDL through a working case study.
	
			Design rich web user interfaces using Seam and Ajax in another working case study.
	
			Discover the workflow and BPM support provided by Seam's integration with jBPM.
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Fedora LinuxO'Reilly, 2006
 			"Neither a "Starting Linux" book nor a dry reference manual, this book has a lot to offer to those coming to Fedora from other operating systems or distros." -- Behdad Esfahbod, Fedora developer 		

This book will get you up to speed quickly on Fedora...
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Network Security Essentials (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2002
This book provides a practical, up-to-date, and comprehensive survey of network-based and Internet-based security applications and standards.  This books covers e-mail security, IP security, Web security, and network management security. It also includes a concise section on the discipline of cryptography—covering algorithms and protocols...
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Selected Papers of Richard Feynman: With CommentaryWorld Scientific Publishing, 2000
As its title indicates, this volume contains a selection of Feynman's important scientific papers together with short comments. Most of the papers contain pure research, but among them are scattered some articles that are largely pedagogical, such as published lectures that Feynman gave at advanced physics workshops and summer schools. As the...
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Fundamental Models in Financial TheoryMIT Press, 2014

	This book provides an innovative, integrated, and methodical approach to understanding complex financial models, integrating topics usually presented separately into a comprehensive whole. The book brings together financial models and high-level mathematics, reviewing the mathematical background necessary for understanding these models...
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Sexual Abuse Survivor's HandbookSkylight Publishing, 2013

	Sexual Abuse Survivor’s Handbook tells with an open heart the story of a tragic upbringing involving sexual and physical abuse at school and at home. The book is an interwoven moving and insightful memoir, a healing help-guide for abuse survivors and a practical handbook for those wishing to confront their perpetrators through the...
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CCNP BSCI Official Exam Certification Guide (4th Edition)Cisco Press, 2007
CCNP BSCI Official Exam Certification Guide, Fourth Edition, is a best of breed Cisco® exam study guide that focuses specifically on the objectives for the BSCI exam. Successfully passing the BSCI 642-901 exam certifies that you have the knowledge and skills necessary to use advanced IP addressing and routing in implementing...
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